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Abstract

We address a bilevel location problem where a leader first decides which facili-
ties to open and their access prices; then, customers make individual decisions
minimizing individual costs. In this note we prove that, when access costs do
not fulfill metric properties, the problem is NP-hard even if facilities can be
opened at no fixed cost.

1 Introduction

Let F, |F | = m, be a set of potential sites where a company holds or can place a
facility to sell a product or a service. Let also C, |C| = n, be a set of customers
potentially interested in being serviced from the facilities opened in F .

A bilevel facility location problem is a facility location problem where decisions
are made according to a Stackelberg game with a leader (the company) and a set of
followers (the customers). The leader makes its decision first — e.g., decides what
facility to open and/or at which price to offer the service. Then the followers make
their own decision, according to local convenience. Multi-echelon, multi-service,
finite capacities can be envisaged as in classical location problems. In a similar
vein to our setting, Marcotte and co-authors [2, 3] have made contributions to the
literature on bi-level optimization and Stackelberg games, where the leader is a firm
and the clients are its followers. Obviously, it is also possible that some of the clients
are firms themselves.

User preference is a quite general way of disciplining followers’ behaviour, see [1]:
each customer holds a list that ranks the facilities of F from the most to the least
preferred, and after the leader’s decision prioritizes the facility with the highest rank
among those opened. Preference can be of any type: if defined after a measurable
parameter dik that depends on customer i (e.g., the cost of reaching the facility)
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then we speak of measurable preference. In this case, the list of customer i ranks the
facilities from the smallest to the largest dik (with a specified tie-breaking rule in
case of equally preferred facilities). A measurable preference is metric if dik fulfills
the metric axioms:

• non-negativity: dik ≥ 0 for all i ∈ C and k ∈ F ;

• identity: djj = 0 for all j ∈ C ∪ F ;

• symmetry: dik = dki for all i ∈ C and k ∈ F ;

• subadditivity: dij + djk ≥ dik for all i, j, k ∈ C ∪ F .

Those axioms are often fulfilled by such measures as the reaching cost. More in
general, the dik can be derived from any norm ‖.‖ applied to a vector pair ri, fi ∈ IRp:
ri describes user requirements, fk service features, and dik = ‖ri − fk‖ measures
the distance between service offered and user expectations. However, in practical
cases user preference may be measured by a non-metric function: for example,
when services or items sold have the same fundamental features (e.g., functionally
equivalent spare parts of different types) but imply extra-costs (e.g., due to adapting
the part to the client’s appliance) that do not necessarily obey to some or any of
the axioms listed above.

In the problems considered here, we assume in general that the dik measure the
cost customers must add to service/item price πk in order to reach their expectation.
Thus, follower i accords its preference to the facility k that minimizes, among those
opened by the leader, the sum πk +dik. Observe that if the leader’s decision includes
the prices πk at which service is offered in facilities k ∈ F , the follower’s rank is not
known in advance, but depends on the leader’s choice. This observation marks a
substantial difference with the bilevel location models proposed in the literature [1].

2 Problem definition

Consider a two-level non-capacitated facility location problem where:

1. The leader decides (where to open facilities in F and) at which price the
facilities can be accessed by followers;

2. Each follower then decides whether or not to receive service from a facility
placed in k according to measurable preference.

The leader’s decision variables are

xk: binary, set to 1 if site k is chosen for opening a facility, 0 otherwise;

πk: real, equal to the price applied to each customer for accessing facility k.
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Let fk be the cost of opening a facility at k ∈ F . Also, for any follower i ∈ C
and site k ∈ F , let cik (let dik) denote a known third-party cost the leader (follower
i) has to bear if i is serviced from the facility opened in k. Once the leader has made
a choice, followers behave according to a greedy criterion, that is

Assumption 1 Customer i chooses the facility k with least total cost πk + dik.

The leader’s problem is to open facilities and decide prices so as to maximize
total utility. To avoid the trivial case of unbounded utility, we suppose

Assumption 2 Any customer i ∈ C can get service from competitors at a known
total cost.

Furthermore, the leader is assumed to know in advance whether a price πk is or
not convenient for customer i: that is,

Assumption 3 The leader’s knowledge of customer distances and competitors’ prices
is complete.

The following assumptions regulate tie-breaking:

Assumption 4 If dij < dik and j, k offer service to i at the same total cost πj+dij =
πk + dik, then i prioritizes j.

Assumption 5 If a competitor (say 0) and a leader’s facility (say, j) offer service
to i at the same total cost π0 + di0 = πk + dij, then i prioritizes j.

The rationale for Assumptions 4, 5 is that we can always suppose the leader
offering an arbitrarily small discount ε to price πk: in such a way, the final profit
would differ from the optimum found by an infinitesimal amount.

In the general non-metric case here considered, we can represent the competitor
as a single dummy facility 0, and write F0 = F ∪ {0}. Notice that this simplifying
assumption cannot be made in the metric case.

Defining followers’ variables yik for any follower i and any site k ∈ F0 = F ∪{0},
we can state our problem as follows:

Problem 1 Find values for xk ∈ {0, 1} and πk ∈ Πk ⊆ IR, k ∈ F , that maximize
the total utility

U(x, π) =
∑
k∈F

[
∑
i∈C

(πk − cik)yik − fk]xk

of the leader, subject to

min
yi
{diyi0 +

∑
k∈F

(πk + dik)yik :
∑
k∈F0

yik = 1, yik ∈ {0, xk} for all k ∈ F0}

for all i ∈ C, where F0 includes competitor’s facility 0 from which customer i gets
serviced at total cost di = π0 + di0.
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In the particular case of fk = 0, Problem 1 is a mere price-setting problem. This
assumption, however, does not simplify its solution:

Theorem 1 Problem 1 is NP-hard even with fk = 0 for all k ∈ F .

Proof. By reduction from Set Covering.
Let U be a discrete finite ground set, |U | = n, and let Sk ⊆ U (k = 1, . . . ,m) be

such that
⋃n

k=1 Sk = U . An instance of Set Covering calls for finding the least
number of sets Sk whose union returns U . Construct an instance of Problem 1 with
m + 1 facilities (including the competitor, 0) and n + m clients: the first n clients
corresponds to elements of U , the other m to set indexes k = 1, . . . ,m.

Define client-to-facility distances as follows:

• the first n clients are at distance dik = 1 from facility k if k = 0 or i ∈ Sk;
otherwise dik = +∞;

• the other m clients are at distance 2 from facility 0; moreover, dik = 1 if i = k;
otherwise, dik = +∞;

Let π0 denote, as usual, the price at facility 0. Due to Assumption 4, a facility k
beats the competitor if its price is πk ≤ π0. Therefore, one can catch all the first n
clients by setting πk = π0 in a set K of facilities associated with a cover of U . Those
facilities will also catch |K| of the other m clients: each of the remaining m− |K| is
then caught by the corresponding facility at price πk = π0 + 1. This gives the leader
a profit equal to (n+ |K|)π0 + (m− |K|)(π0 + 1) = (n+m)π0 − |K|. The solution
is clearly optimal if and only if K is a minimum cover of U . 2
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